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Kansas Supreme Court Blocks Judge
Bullock’s Order to Close Schools

By Linda Holloway

Kansas public school educators, parents, and bond
experts breathed a sigh of relief on May 18, 2004
when the state Supreme Court ordered a stay of
Judge Bullock’s order to shut off all school money
on June 30. His stunning order on May 11 shows
how far an activist judge will go to enforce his
opinion. Immediately, near panic ensued when
some parents heard the first reports indicating that
schools would close immediately. In a few days
another huge concern arose, and the judge had to
quickly backtrack on his sweeping order. It appeared
that the Kansas bond market would suffer from his
extreme action. The judge decided to “clarify” his
order by announcing that his demand to shut off all
funds really did not mean “all”. He determined that
districts could make bond payments and issue
bonds with the assurance that they would not have
to default due to lack of funds. His words in the
order were, “This order of restraint shall command
the individuals and classes of individuals served to
cease and desist the expenditure of funds under all
education funding statutes for the purposes of
operating schools…” The order mentioned no
exceptions.

Judge Bullock issued a preliminary order in
December of 2003 declaring the school finance
funding in Kansas as unconstitutional. He
determined that another $1 billion must be spent in
order to adequately fund schools, and he charged
the Legislature and the Governor to design a new
funding scheme. When the Legislature adjourned
without addressing the finance formula, Bullock
issued his incredible order. Immediately, Phill Kline,
Kansas Attorney General, moved to file an appeal to
the Kansas Supreme Court to stay the order. He,
the State Board of Education, and the State
Treasurer filed an emergency request to the high
court to halt Bullock’s order. The court not only
blocked that order, but also blocked his decision
finding the finance formula unconstitutional. The
Supreme Court will begin hearing this case on
August 30 with a decision coming down in the early
fall.

Two points of many points in Bullock’s lengthy order
are of interest. One expresses an idea that
conservatives have worked on for several years.
The state should determine actual cost to provide a
suitable education to each student and fund
accordingly. The difficulty comes in defining the
words “suitable education”, which appear in the
Kansas Constitution. Judge Bullock’s definition is an
education that “provides all Kansas students,
commensurate with their natural abilities, the
knowledge and skills necessary to understand and
successfully participate in the world around them
both as children and later as adults.” Well, now
that’s cleared up, I wonder how one would measure
those skills?

Another demand that Bullock issued would allow NO
local funding. He states that the new funding plan
cannot contain, among other things, “Wealth-based,
local funding options weighting which cause per
pupil funding disparities.” So much for local option
budgets and voter-approved taxes. Bullock appears
to be especially targeting Johnson County. In the
socialist philosophy it is not fair for any group to
have more resources or wealth than any other
group. As the funding formula stands now, Johnson
County residents receive back only $.60 out of every
education $1.00 they send to Topeka. If this order
stands they are sure to forfeit more.

The Legislature made quite an effort to get more
money to schools during the session. Some bills
called for huge tax increases and some included no
tax increase. The legislators could not reach
consensus. They wisely refrained from addressing
the funding formula until the Supreme Court rules on
its constitutionality. The Court ruled just a few years
ago that this formula is constitutional. It will be
fascinating to hear its conclusion this time.

Pray that the Supreme Court justices will
permanently block the orders of Judge Bullock. He
has clearly overreached his realm of authority.

If you do not believe that more taxes for schools is
the answer, let candidates running for the House or
Senate this summer know your stance. All of them
will be getting pressure to raise taxes.
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